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Abstract 

Cationic doping has been recommended as one of the most effective methods of reducing the 

number of trivalent manganese (Mn3+) ions that undergo a disproportionation reaction in lithium 

manganese oxide-based (LiMn2O4) lithium-ion batteries. However, the effect of surface doping on 

the major LiMn2O4 surfaces and their interactions with the electrolyte components is not yet fully 

understood. In this work, spin-polarised density functional theory-based calculations [DFT+U-D3 

(BJ)] were employed to study the adsorption of the electrolyte components ethylene carbonate 

(EC) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) onto the Nb-doped major LiMn2O4 (001), (011), and (111) 

surfaces. During the substitution of niobium for manganese ions in the second surface layers 

(Nbsecond), it was found that the (111) surface stability improves, resulting in an enhanced (111) 

plane on the morphology. However, replacing the first (Nbfirst) as well as both top and sub-surface 

(Nbboth) layers of Mn atoms in the slabs maintains the same stability trend as in the pure pristine 

surfaces. Moreover, both adsorbates greatly preferred binding to the surfaces through the Nb 

instead of Mn atoms, and the largest adsorption energy was calculated for EC on the LiMn2O4 

(011) surface doped on the Nbsecond site and for HF on the LiMn2O4 (111) surface doped on the 

Nbboth site. Furthermore, the EC/HF adsorptions further enhance the stability of the Nbsecond (111) 

surface plane. However, minimal charge transfer was calculated for both HF and EC interacting 

with the pure and Nb-doped surfaces. Our findings are interesting, since exposing the (111) surface 

promotes the formation of a stable solid electrolyte interface (SEI), significantly reducing Mn 

dissolution and enhancing the adsorption of EC and HF. 
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1. Introduction 

Lithium-ion battery (LIB) technology has gained significant traction as an alternative, clean, and 

renewable energy storage system that can facilitate a gradual movement away from the use of 

fossil fuels, and thus reduce the impact of global warming. Even though many studies have focused 

on developing other sustainable, earth-abundant, and low-cost alternative energy materials [1, 2, 

3, 4], there is still no comparable replacement for LIBs. Rechargeable LIBs are widely applied in 

portable devices, electric vehicles, and stationary energy storage systems. However, the effective 

use of Li-ion batteries for large-scale applications is greatly influenced by the efficiency of the 

positive cathode materials [5, 6].  

Among the materials explored [7, 8, 9, 10], the spinel lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4)  has 

been reported as the most suitable and effective cathode material, owing to its low toxicity, 

affordability, high thermal stability, and high energy density [11, 12, 13, 14]. Most importantly, 

its three-dimensional crystal array allows a smooth reversible diffusion of Li+ ions during cycling 

[15]. However, it experiences severe fading in capacity because of cathode-electrolyte interactions, 

which causes Mn2+ ion dissolution, Jahn-Teller distortion, and electrolyte oxidation, particularly 

at elevated temperatures [16, 17, 18, 19]. Fortunately, Jahn-Teller distortion and electrolyte 

oxidation can be controlled by cycling at restricted voltages [20, 21], although Mn dissolution 

remains a significant cause of deterioration. 

Several techniques have been explored to suppress the Mn2+ ion dissolution and achieve high-

capacity retention and improve electrochemical potential [22, 23, 24]. These strategies include the 

deposition of surface coating materials [25, 26, 27], surface/bulk doping [28, 29], the synthesis of 

spinel LiMn2O4 with exposed (111) facets, and tuned Mn3+ concentrations [30, 31]. Cation doping 

[32] in LiMn2O4 has been recommended as one the most effective methods to reduce the number 

of trivalent manganese (Mn3+) ions that can undergo the disproportionation reaction outlined by 

Hunter [33], i.e.: 2Mn3+
(solid) → Mn4+

(solid) + Mn2+
(solution). Introducing dopants to replace Mn3+ thus 

limits the formation of Mn2+, which are susceptible to dissolution. Many dopants, such as Al3+ [34, 

35, 36], Co2+ [37], Ni2+  [38, 39, 40, 41], Ti4+ [42], Nb5+ [43, 44], Na+ [45, 46, 47], F- [48, 49], 

have been investigated previously and have shown improved structural stability and capacity 

retention in various cathode materials. Among these, Nb5+ was deemed one of the best dopants 

because of its stronger Nb-O binding energy compared to Mn-O [50]. Additionally, the ionic radius 
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of Nb5+ is comparable with that of Mn4+ and Li+ ions, which makes it possible to dope on either 

the lithium or transition metal (TM) sites [51].  

Li et al [52], who studied the influence of Nb doping on the structure and electrochemical 

properties of LiMn2O4 spinel, found that doping using small amounts of Nb reduces the crystal 

volume and lattice parameters without affecting the Li+
 transport. They also indicated that at 

different Nb contents, the diffraction peaks entirely belong to the spinel structure, even though 

small traces of LiNbO3 impurities were found. Later, Li et al [53] discussed that Nb doping in 

spinel LiMn2O4 can improve the capacity and electrochemical performance and strengthen the 

crystal growth along the (111) and (400) planes. Other subsequent studies reported that similar to 

Cr doping, Nb doping improves Li diffusion in lithium manganese-based cathode materials [54, 

55, 44, 43, 56].  

However, doping the bulk spinel with atoms of different sizes and charges can yield different levels 

of cation order, leading to variations in capacity and cycling stability [57, 58]. Hence, surface 

doping is now considered the more effective method of stabilizing the spinel cathodes [59, 60, 61]. 

In this work, we employ the spin-polarized density functional theory calculations to study the 

effect of Nb doping on the major surfaces of the LiMn2O4 spinel material and their interactions 

with the electrolyte components, ethylene carbonate (EC) and hydrogen fluoride (HF). We discuss 

the effect of Nb doping on the first (Nbfirst), second (Nbsecond), and both first and second (Nbboth) 

layers, as well as the surface free energies, morphologies, and Bader charges. We also compare 

the single molecule adsorption of EC and HF onto the pristine and most stable Nb-doped 

configurations.  

2. Computational methods 

2.1.  Calculation details  

The Nb-doping and EC/HF adsorption at the major spinel surfaces were studied using the spin-

polarized density functional theory (DFT) technique as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio 

Simulation Package (VASP) [62]. The calculations were carried out within the generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-

correlation functional [63]. For all the calculations, the kinetic energy cut-off was fixed at 560 eV, 

and a Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack grid of 5×5×5 and 5×5×1 k-points was used for the bulk and 
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all the surfaces, respectively. Gaussian smearing with a width of 0.05 eV was included [64] to 

improve the convergence of the Brillouin zone integrations during geometry optimizations.  The 

semi-empirical method of Grimme with the Becke-Johnson damping [D3-(BJ)] [65, 64] was 

included to model the long-range dispersion interactions and describe the surfaces properly [66, 

67, 68, 69]. The projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [70] in the implementation of Kresse 

and Joubert [71] was used to describe the core electrons and their interaction with the valence 

electrons. A Hubbard correction [72] in the formulation of Dudarev and co-workers [73] was 

applied to improve the description of the localized 3d manganese electrons. From the range of 

values reported in the literature [74, 75, 76, 77] and consistent with our previous studies [41, 78, 

79], we used the effective parameter, Ueff = 4.0 eV. The charge distributions were studied using 

the Bader scheme, implemented in the Henkelman code [80, 81, 82].  

2.2.  Stability and adsorption energies calculations 

The stability of the lithium manganese oxide surfaces after incorporating niobium (LiNbxMn2-xO4) 

and ethylene carbonate or hydrogen fluoride (EC/HF) adsorbates was evaluated by calculating 

their surface free energies (𝜎)  using the equation: 

𝜎 = 𝛾𝑟 + 𝐸doped−𝐸r−𝑥∙𝐸Nb+𝑥∙𝐸Mn−𝐸EC/HF𝐴                                              (1)  

where 𝐸doped is the energy of the LiNbxMn2-xO4 doped surface, the 𝐸r,slab is the energy of the 

relaxed pristine surface, 𝐸EC is the energy of the isolated EC/HF molecule, and 𝐸Nb and 𝐸Mn are 

the energies of one atom in the bulk of the body-centered cubic (bcc) niobium and manganese 

metal with the space group Im3̅m (No. 229), respectively. The geometry optimizations for isolated 

EC and HF molecules were carried out by sampling the Γ point of the Brillouin zone using a cell 

of 10 Å × 11 Å × 12 Å to avoid spurious interactions. For surfaces with no modifications (undoped 

and no adsorbates), the surface energies and surface free energies are the same, but a correction 

expression was added to account for modifications made. The resulting 𝜎 where then used to 

generate particle morphologies of the modified surfaces as compared to the pristine slabs. The 

morphologies were created using the GTK Display Interface for Structures (GDIS) program [83].  
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The adsorption energies of the EC/HF (Eads) was calculated as the total energy difference of the 

adsorbed slab (𝐸EC/HF+slab) and the sum of the energies of the isolated EC/HF molecule, and 

the pure/doped surface, using the expression:  

Eads = 𝐸EC/HF+slab − (𝐸EC/HF + 𝐸pure/doped)                                 (2) 

Positive adsorption energy indicates an endothermic process, while the negative values show an 

exothermic process.   

To visualize the calculated charge transfer between the surfaces and the adsorbed molecules, we 

calculated the charge density difference (∆𝜌). The ∆𝜌 was calculated as the sum of the electron 

charge densities of the pure/doped clean surface (𝜌surf), and an isolated EC/HF molecule (𝜌EC/HF), 

with identical structure as in the adsorbed form, deducted from the electron density of the total 

system comprising the surface and the adsorbed molecule (𝜌sys) as:  

∆𝜌 = 𝜌sys − (𝜌surf + 𝜌EC/HF)                                                 (3) 

The charge density flow (∆𝜌) and all other graphical structural drawings were created using the 

Visualization for Electronic and Structural Analysis (VESTA) program [84]. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Niobium doping and surface stability 

To model the LiMn2O4 (001), (011), and (111) surfaces doped with Nb on the manganese positions, 

three doping scenarios were investigated and compared with the normal spinel surfaces modelled 

in our previous work [79]. The three possible scenarios considered were: (i) Nb atoms incorporated 

in the first (Nbfirst), or (ii) second (Nbsecond) layers, and (iii) in both the first and second (Nbboth) 

layers. In each scenario, various Mn positions were considered, as shown in Figure 1(a-b). There 

exist four {i.e. bridging, two hollow, and one corner} Mn positions on the Nbfirst sites of the (001) 

surface while atop three and one Mn sites were considered for (011) and (111) surfaces, 

respectively.  For Nbsecond, several Mn sites were available, i.e. four, two, and six Mn positions in 

the (001), (011), and (111) surfaces, respectively. We explore small concentrations of Nb doping 

on the surfaces, i.e. x = 0.125 for Nbfirst and Nbsecond, and x = 0.25 for Nbboth (where two Nb atoms 
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were substituted at Mn positions of the first and second layers). Upon Nb substitution, the surface 

atoms were free to move and allowed to change their geometry.   

 

Figure 1: (a) Side and (b,c) top views showing the two top layers considered for niobium doping on the 

(001), (011), and (111) spinel LiMn2O4 surfaces. The first (Nbfirst) and second (Nbsecond) atomic layers are 

indicated in blue and yellow, respectively.   

Figure 2 summarizes the calculated surface free energies (𝜎) for doping the Nbfirst, Nbsecond, and 

Nbboth sites as compared to the surface energies previously calculated for the undoped spinel 

surfaces [79]. Upon doping, it was generally observed that the calculated 𝜎 increase as compared 

to the pure facets, suggesting that this process requires an energy input. For example, the 𝜎 

increased from 0.037 to 0.210 eV/Å2 after doping the Nbfirst sites of the (001) surface with respect 

to the pristine facet, which was the smallest change observed. The incorporation of Nb on the 

Nbfirst layer maintained the same stability trend as the pure pristine surfaces (i.e. (001) < (011) < 

(111)), but different results are obtained when doping the Nbsecond and Nbboth sites. The surface free 

energies of the (011) facets are higher after doping on the Nbsecond and Nbboth sites compared to the 
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pure (011) surface, resulting in a new stability trend, i.e. (001) < (111) < (011). As such, the (111) 

surface is stabilised for Nbsecond and Nbboth doping, particularly the former case, even though the 

(001) remains the most stable facet.  

 
Figure 2: The calculated surface free energies of the facets with Nb substituted on different Mn 

positions, i.e. Nbfirst, Nbsecond, and Nbboth as compared to the surface energies of pure pristine slabs.  

3.2.  Molecular adsorption 

Here, we discuss the effect of the adsorption of the electrolyte components, ethylene carbonate 

(EC) and hydrogen fluoride (HF), on the niobium-doped LiMn2O4 surfaces as compared to the 

pure pristine facets. The binding sites considered include the bridging and hollow Mn/Nb sites for 

the (001) surface and on-top available Mn/Nb positions for the (011) and (111) surfaces, see Figure 

3a. Initial EC interactions towards the surface was via the carbonyl (Oc) and the ethereal (Oe), 

oxygen atoms, while the HF was through the fluoride atom. The molecules were placed initially 

at 2.0 Å to favour the attractive forces between molecule and surface over the repulsive ones, 

although the atoms in the surfaces and the EC/HF were free to move and change their adsorption 

geometry upon relaxation. Referring to our previous work [79], the EC structural parameters were 

compared with the available experimental and theoretical data, which were in good agreement. 
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Similarly, the calculated internal bond distance for HF at d(H-F) = 0.937Å is in agreement with 

the available literature data of ~0.91 Å [85, 86, 87]. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram showing the (a) adsorption Mn/Nb positions on the (001), (011) and 

(111) surfaces, (b) ethylene carbonate (EC) and (c) hydrogen fluoride (HF) molecules, indicating 

the carbonyl (Oc) and ethereal (Oe) oxygen. 

3.2.1. Ethylene carbonate adsorptions 

Figure 4 displays the structures and binding energies (Eads) of the most stable interaction 

configurations of EC at the Nb-doped surfaces. The adsorption energies of EC at the Nb-doped 

surfaces were compared to those of the undoped surfaces. Various adsorption positions were 

explored, where the EC molecule was allowed to bind to the surfaces at the manganese or niobium 

atoms. After relaxation, the molecule preferred to bind to the surface through the Nb atoms rather 

than through the Mn, owing to the stronger Nb-O bond dissociation energy (~753 kJ/mol) 

compared to Mn-O (~402 kJ/mol) [88]. The EC molecule preferred binding on the surfaces when 
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placed parallel interacting with the slabs via the Oc. Generally, the largest adsorption energy was 

calculated for the Nbsecond site of the (011) surface with Eads = -5.13 eV at 2.25Å. For adsorptions 

on the surfaces with Nb atom, the EC molecule preferred to interact through the Nb instead of the 

Mn atom, and the most favoured configuration was on the LiMn2O4 (011) and (001) surface with 

Nb on the Nbfirst and Nbboth site, respectively. Higher EC adsorption energies were generally 

observed for interactions with the Nb-doped surfaces compared to the pristine undoped surfaces 

[79]. 

 

Figure 4: Adsorption energies and geometries calculated for ethylene carbonate (EC) molecule 

interacting with the Nb-doped spinel surfaces on the (a) pure pristine, (b) first (Nbfirst), (c) second 

(Nbsecond), and (d) both (Nbboth) 1
st and 2nd atomic layers. 

3.2.2. Hydrogen fluoride adsorptions 

Figure 5 displays the interactions between the undoped and Nb-doped LiMn2O4 surfaces and the 

acidic component of the electrolyte, namely hydrogen fluoride (HF). Upon adsorption, the HF 

molecule was allowed to move and change geometry. As indicated in Figure 5, the HF molecule 
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relaxes and usually dissociates spontaneously to form Mn/Nb-F and O-H species, the latter also 

interacting with neighbouring surface oxygen via a hydrogen bonds (O-H⋯O). However, on the 

(001) surface both undoped and following doping on the Nbsecond site, the HF molecule only 

interacts with the surfaces via a relatively weak hydrogen-bond, whereas it detaches from the 

Nbboth doped (111) surface. Generally, the highest binding energy was calculated for the Nbboth site 

of the (001) surface with Eads = -5.66 eV.  For pure undoped surfaces, HF molecule preferred to 

bind with the (111) surface, with Eads = -4.26 eV. However, the adsorption of HF on the doped 

surfaces (i.e. Nbfirst, Nbsecond and Nbboth sites) generally released higher binding energies compared 

to the interaction with the stoichiometric surfaces. 

 

Figure 5:  Adsorption energies and geometries calculated for hydrogen fluoride (HF) molecule 

interacting with the Nb-doped spinel surface on the (a) pristine (b) first (Nbfirst), (c) second 

(Nbsecond), and (d) both (Nbboth) 1
st and 2nd atomic layers. 
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3.3.  Morphologies  

Next, we investigated the effect of Nb doping and adsorption of the electrolyte molecules on the 

nanoparticle morphologies, compared to the morphologies constructed for the undoped material. 

First, we discuss the effect of Nb doping on the surface morphologies, see Figure 6a, where we 

generally observe an enhancement of the (001) surface after doping the Nbfirst site, and an increase 

in the expression of the (111) surface plane after doping the Nbsecond and Nbboth positions, compared 

to the undoped surfaces. Nb doping in the second layers (Nbsecond), in particular, stabilises and 

enhances the (111) plane, which is of significant interest, since it has been reported that this surface 

promotes the development of a stable solid electrolyte interface, which reduces Mn dissolution 

[89]. Secondly, we explored the effect on the morphologies of the adsorption of ethylene carbonate 

on the stable Nb-doped surfaces, see Figure 6b. From the constructed morphologies, it can be 

observed that upon adsorption of the EC molecule at the surfaces doped in the first (Nbfirst) and 

both layers (Nbboth) sites, the (001) plane dominates the nanoparticles of the spinel. However, 

adsorption at the surface doped in the Nbsecond site again causes dominance of the (111) plane. The 

(011) surface does not appear in the Wulff morphology upon doping alone, because of its higher 

surface free energy compared to the (001) and (111) planes. However, the (011) surface is 

expressed to a very minor degree after EC adsorption, but only for the Nbboth doped surfaces. 

Finally, we investigated the effect of HF adsorption on the stability of the pure and doped surfaces, 

see Figure 6c. The constructed morphologies for the undoped material indicate that the (111) 

surface dominates upon adsorption of HF. However, upon adsorption on the surfaces doped on the 

Nbsecond site, the (111) plane increased in stability, dominating the morphology, while the (001) 

became prominent when the surfaces are doped in both the Nbfirst and Nbboth sites. 
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Figure 6. Constructed morphologies of the (i) undoped facets, and with Nb substituted on 

different Mn positions, i.e. (ii) Nbfirst, (iii) Nbsecond and (iv) Nbboth, for the (a) clean surfaces and 

with adsorbed (b) ethylene carbonate and (c) hydrogen fluoride. 

3.4. Bader charge analysis 

Table 1 summarizes the electronic charge transfer (∆𝑞) analysis after EC/HF adsorption on the 

undoped and Nb-doped surfaces and their respective work functions (Φ). Generally, minimal 

charge transfer was observed between the adsorbed molecule (HF/EC) and the pure/Nb-doped 

surfaces. On the undoped surface, negligible charge transfers were calculated, with the highest 

values of -0.022 e- observed for EC adsorbed on the (001) surface and -0.117 e- for HF adsorbed 

on the (111) surface. For EC adsorbed on the Nb-doped surfaces, the highest charge transfers of -

0.428 e- was observed for the (111) surface doped on the Nbboth sites, with charge accumulation of 

0.889 e- on the surface. For HF adsorption, charge accumulation of 0.295 e- was found on the Nbfirst 
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doped (001) surface, with a charge depletion of 0.298 e- and increase of -0.003 e- on interacting F 

and H atoms, respectively. We also calculated and compared the charge difference between the 

interacting atom(s), i.e. carbonyl oxygen (Oc) in EC and H/F atoms, compared to the isolated 

adsorbate molecules (∆qOc/F and ∆qH). For the EC molecule, partial oxidation and reduction were 

observed on the C and O atoms, respectively, which was caused by the intramolecular electron 

transfer from the C=O 𝜋-bond to an O-Mn/Nb 𝜎-bond. We observed dissociation of the H-F bond, 

which resulted in the formation of new O-H and Nb/Mn-F bonds. Charge accumulation was 

observed on the H atom except on the Nbboth doped (001) surface. 

Table I: Charge transfer between the EC and HF molecules and the surface (Δq) as well as the 

charge accumulation/depletion within the interacting atom and their respective work function (Φ). 

Negative charge transfer values indicate a charge accumulation on the adsorbate while positive 

values indicate charge transfers to the surface. 

 Scenarios Surface Adsorption 
sites 

∆qEC/HF 
(e-) 

∆qOc/F 
(e-) 

∆qH 
(e-) 

𝝓 
(eV) 

Ethylene 
carbonate (EC) 

Undoped 
[79] 

(001)  -0.022 0.810  3.453 
(011)  -0.004 0.800  4.446 
(111)  -0.005 0.784  3.545 

Nbfirst (001) Nb-Bridge 0.008 0.799  4.214 
(011) Nb-Top -0.001 0.806  5.297 
(111) Nb-Top 0.048 0.797  4.033 

Nbsecond (001) Mn-Hollow -0.016 0.802  4.073 
(011) Mn-Top 0.009 0.804  5.056 
(111) Mn-Top 0.001 0.773  3.669 

Nbboth (001) Nb-Hollow -0.014 0.800  4.243 
(011) Top 0.012 0.790  5.424 
(111) Top -0.428 0.889  3.869 

Hydrogen 
fluoride (HF) 

Undoped (001)  -0.055 -0.044 -0.011 3.960 
(011)  -0.073 0.082 -0.155 4.903 
(111)  -0.117 -0.018 -0.099 4.354 

Nbfirst (001) Nb-Bridge 0.295 0.298 -0.003 11.336 
(011) Nb-Top -0.079 0.073 -0.152 4.488 
(111) Nb-Top -0.011 0.110 -0.121 3.848 

Nbsecond (001) Mn-Hollow -0.056 -0.028 -0.028 3.838 
(011) Mn-Top -0.064 0.077 -0.141 5.017 
(111) Mn-Top -0.138 -0.008 -0.130 4.398 

Nbboth (001) Nb-Hollow -0.086 -0.113 0.027 8.153 
(011) Top -0.069 0.088 -0.157 4.584 
(111) Top -0.165 -0.026 -0.140 3.425 
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We now compare the calculated work functions (𝜙) for the undoped and the Nb-doped surfaces 

after adsorption of the EC and HF molecules. The calculated 𝜙 for EC/HF surface interactions on 

the Nb-doped slabs as compared to pure pristine facets generally increase. This suggests that the 

reactivity EC/HF towards the surfaces upon Nb-doping reduces as compared to the pure undoped 

facets. Figure 7 summarises the charge density differences for the HF/EC adsorption 

configurations on the undoped and Nb-doped surfaces with the largest interface charge transfer. 

Despite the minor charge transfer observed after EC adsorptions, the electron flow plots show that 

the undoped surfaces suffered the largest charge rearrangement [79]. For the Nb-doped surfaces, 

we observe charge loss on the surface Nb atom and charge gain on the interacting atom of the 

adsorbate. We also observe significant charge rearrangements within the EC molecule as a result 

of the newly formed interfacial Nb-O 𝜎-bond. For the HF adsorption, we found charge depletion and 

accumulation on the H and F atoms, respectively, upon the formation of the Mn/Nb-F and O-H 𝜎-bonds 

between the surface and the adsorbates. We also observed partial charge accumulation and 

depletion on the neighbouring surface O atoms because of charge compensation effects with the 

Mn atom. Upon Nb doping, we also observed charge transfer within the O atoms of the subsurface 

layer.  

 

Figure 7: Top and side view of the charge density flow (Δρ) for the adsorption configuration on 

the (i) pure and (ii) Nb-doped with the largest interface charge transfer. The density accumulation 

and depletion regions are indicated in yellow and blue, respectively. Isosurfaces display a value of 
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±0.012, ±0.010, ±0.008 and ±0.003 e/Å3 for EC-pure, EC-Nb doped, HF-pure and HF-Nb doped 

LiMn2O4, respectively.  

Conclusions 

Spin-polarized density functional theory calculations have been employed to investigate the effect 

of Nb-doping on the major LiMn2O4 (001), (011) and (111) surfaces and their interactions with 

the electrolyte components, ethylene carbonate (EC) and hydrogen fluoride (HF). The calculated 

surface free energies of the Nb-doped facets increase compared to the surface energies of the 

undoped facets, indicating that this process requires high temperatures. Nb substitution in the 

second and both (i.e. Nbsecond and Nbboth) layers greatly enhanced the dominance of the (111) 

surface plane in the Wulff morphology, whereas the same stability trend as in the pure surfaces is 

maintained when doping the first (Nbfirst) layer. Interestingly, as exposing the (111) surface plane 

promotes the formation of stable solid electrolyte interfaces (SEI), which reduce Mn dissolution, 

we would suggest that Nb sub-surface doping would be a useful approach to obtain more (111) 

expression in the morphology.  

Furthermore, the EC/HF electrolyte molecules greatly preferred binding to the surfaces through 

the Nb rather than Mn atoms, and the largest adsorption energy was calculated for EC on the 

Nbsecond-doped (011) surface and for HF on the Nbboth-doped (111) surface. The adsorbates further 

enhance the expression of the (111) surface plane in the morphology, when they interact with the 

Nbsecond-doped surfaces. The differential electron density indicates that EC adsorption on the 

surfaces is dominated by charge rearrangements within the molecule and partial 

accumulations/depletions on the interacting O atom as a result of the formation of interfacial Nb-

O 𝜎-bonds. Charge loss and gain was also observed on the H and F atoms interacting with the 

Mn/Nb and O atoms, respectively. Moreover, the calculated work function for EC/HF surface 

interactions on the Nb-doped slabs as compared to pure pristine facets generally increase, 

suggesting that the reactivity of electrolyte components towards the surfaces reduces upon niobium 

doping. In future work, we aim to explore and understand the kinetics and thermodynamic 

decomposition of the electrolyte components on the modified surfaces during charge/discharge.  
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